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Pobblebonk (banjo) frog found in noon flower on private land, Edward St, Brunswick East 
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About BC4N 
Brunswick Communities for Nature is a group of volunteer locals continuing Adopt-A-Tree’s 
and Moreland Energy Foundation’s “Communities for Nature” program. 
 
The program converted grassed nature strips and green spaces, into native gardens, to 
create a biodiversity corridor from Merri Creek to Moonee Ponds Creek. 
 
We’re upgrading the nature strips through “Nature Strip Blitzes”, propagating plants, 
contributing to consultations on council policies, supporting local planting groups and 
providing advice on converting or upgrading your nature strip.  
 
https://brunswickc4n.wordpress.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/BrunswickC4N/  
 
Committee and Brunswick residents: 

- Lisa de Kleyn, PhD candidate in Environmental Justice at RMIT 
- Dylan McConnell, PhD candidate, Australian-German Climate and Energy College, 

University of Melbourne 
- David Grist, Engineer and President of the Victorian Group Australasian Tunnelling 

Society 
- Mel Yuan, community member 
- Peter Flanagan, community member 

 
Scientific advisor: Dr Philip Taylor, Consultant, School of Life & Env. Sciences, Deakin 
University 
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Executive summary 
●  While metrics on canopy and street trees are welcome, additional data on mid- and 

understorey planting would give a better indication of the overall vegetation cover in 
Moreland 

● The very low proportion of indigenous street trees (5%) must be significantly 
increased to provide habitat for indigenous insects and animals and strengthen the 
tiny pockets of remnant vegetation that still remain (as identified in the Moreland 
Open Space Strategy) 

● The current street tree planting target is resulting in poor tree choices (callistemon) 
being planted in the wrong season (summer) which is a waste of money and a lost 
opportunity to genuinely contribute to urban greening, so we support reducing the 
target 

● A stronger role for vegetation in relevant planning schemes is welcome 
● A reduced annual target is welcomed if it better meets the actual goals of urban 

greening and a figure smaller than the 3,800-4,250 proposed should be considered 
● “Climate resilience” should not be a justification to further reduce the number and 

proportion of indigenous trees, which still provide significant ecological and heritage 
benefits 

● The image on page (vi) showing both Actual and Projected canopy under-states the 
current situation, which is a significant decline in canopy. These current facts should 
be called out more strongly 

● Trees are only part of the vegetation solution and other key strategies around 
planting understorey and mid-storey vegetation should be considered and included 

● The lack of increased public green open space to offset increasing densification and 
reduction of private green open space is an ongoing concern 
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Brunswick West street tree: callistemon planted in December and attacked by saw fly larvae. 

40 zone with wide median strip and no powerlines - the ideal place for nature strips and a 
significant tree 
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 1. Introduction 
● Critical ecosystem services should also include the habitat needs for indigenous 

insects and animals, not just human needs 
 

2. Vision 
 

3. Benefits 
● While supporting all of the listed benefits, urban vegetation has a complex 

relationship with human health. Many common types of urban vegetation, such rye 
grasses, are highly allergenic. Overall, indigenous choices are low allergy and less 
injurious to human health. See the work of Dr Philip Taylor, scientist and Brunswick 
resident on “Thunderstorm Asthma”.  

○ Taylor, P.E. & Jonsson, H. Curr Allergy Asthma Rep (2004) 4: 409.  
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11882-004-0092-3 

○ Thunderstorm asthma: the night a deadly storm took Melbourne's breath 
away, The Age, 
http://www.theage.com.au/good-weekend/thunderstorm-asthma-the-night-a-d
eadly-storm-took-melbournes-breath-away-20170308-gut8ur.html  

● Consideration of tree heritage are welcomed, however the exact nature of the 
heritage can be misunderstood. For example, Temple Park is considered a “heritage 
park” and as such, exotic tree species are planted. However, the siting of the planting 
is just as important as the “V” shape commemorates victory in WWI, and so it can be 
argued that preserving the “V” is more important than the choice of tree. The heritage 
values of Temple Park could be equally preserved by planting indigenous trees in the 
“V” shape whilst providing interpretative heritage information about the history of 
Temple Park. Expensive interventions, such as replacing the irrigation in Temple 
Park to water the elms, is not a sustainable way to nurture and grow urban greenery. 

● The data provided on urban runoff show that compared to asphalt (62%) and tree pits 
(20%) turf is the most effective (<1%) suggesting that increasing the surface area of 
nature strips would be the most effective measure.  

● Further argument regarding the Urban Heat Island effect also suggests that reducing 
hard surfaces, for example, replacing asphalt with nature strips, has the same effect 
as trees. 

● Tree canopy is more effective at cooling, tree irrigation is improved, and conflict with 
pavements (cracking, roots) is reduced when trees are planted in nature strips not 
cut-outs of asphalt pavements. 

● Increased vegetation cover is less financially sustainable where it relies on irrigation 
either through human watering or the construction of stormwater management 
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infrastructure or water-sensitive kerbing and guttering. A cheaper option is increasing 
the amount of rainfall available (and absorption of runoff) in a nature strip. 

● A more strategic approach to tree siting is welcomed 
● Trees provide shade to buildings but they can also provide shade, and therefore 

cooling, to roads, which also reduced the Heat Island Effect. There are numerous 
locations in Moreland that can support centre median strips with tree plantings. 

● Many of the listed benefits can be applied to vegetation other than just trees 
 

4. Moreland’s Urban Forest 
● Maintenance activities undertaken by Moreland Council are often counter-productive 

to urban greening, such as poisoning, slashing and mowing. At the very least, less 
poisoning, slashing and mowing would be required if effort was spent on planting 
weed-suppressing indigenous groundcovers instead. Council planting of exotic 
grasses (many common pasture and turf grasses) require ongoing maintenance and 
are generally highly allergic with negative impacts on human health.  

● We welcome acknowledgement of the challenges faced by urban greening groups, 
such as ours, against the dreaded “maintenance”. A recent example where mature 
wallaby grass was slashed in a kerb extension resulted in private contractors 
subsequently mowing the rest of the site. The wallaby grass indicated a live, planted 
site - without it, the site is now effectively unsalvageable.  

 
 

5. Diversity 
 

● While we understand the need to manage risks in over-selecting certain tree species 
(such as the ubiquitous bottlebrush), even if 100% of all street trees planted were 
indigenous, this would still not represent the density of these trees before European 
settlement. 

● Greater investigation is required into the current and future state of Moreland’s 
electricity infrastructure. Low voltage power lines are slowly being introduced which 
are more tolerant of street trees. (Note: addressed later in the strategy document)  

● Given the broad range of benefits of urban vegetation (not just street trees) there are 
opportunities for other plantings and plants that also meet these goals, not just 
broad-leaf, long-lived, large canopy trees (which the strategy infers are the ideal).  

 

6. Canopy cover 
● Welcome the data showing the decline in vegetation cover in the private realm. This 

data is alarming and a stronger policy response is warranted.  
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7. Value of the urban forest 
●  

 

8. Challenges 
● A stronger policy response is required to address the decline of vegetation in the 

private realm, with at least a rationale and target for arresting the decline 
● The evidence regarding the long-term suitability of indigenous and native trees must 

be critically examined. Without more work on this, we risk consigning our remaining 
remnant vegetation, indigenous insects and animals to extinction.  

● Mortality during the recent drought is not the only consideration for assessment of the 
performance of indigenous and native trees. Habitat and heritage values are also 
critical, as are the trees’ ability to recover after the drought period has ended. 
Insufficient numbers of indigenous trees (6% is cited) is not sufficient to evaluate their 
actual performance as opposed to the impacts predicted by theoretical climate 
change modelling. 

●  While soil around Moreland is undoubtedly unpredictable, even the small act of 
planting grasses and groundcovers in nature strips improves soil quality and could be 
a useful precursor to tree planting (even in tree pits not nature strips).  

● While Risk Management is an important consideration, the anecdotal evidence by 
residents would be of “trigger happy” maintenance by various local authorities 
resulting in over-pruned, unattractive and weakened trees. Whether this is Council or 
other power and water authorities is moot, but there are also questionable decisions 
made by those doing the pruning - not necessarily qualified arborists. 

● Deliberate vandalism is a significant factor affecting establishment of new trees and 
longevity of existing trees. Sufficient penalties need to be in place to deter vandalism. 
Information about these penalties and what to do if you encounter vandalism, should 
be included in community consultation materials 

● Residents are a risk to trees sometimes through kindness, and community education 
should include avoiding such “helpful” actions as: 

○ Poisoning grass around trees, which ends up poisoning the tree 
○ Whipper-snipping around trees to control grass, ringbarking the tree 
○ Inappropriate use of mulch (grass clippings) or soil pushed up against the tree 

trunk and ringbarking it 
○ Planting other trees and plants too close and reducing the water available to 

the tree, in some cases killing it 
● Council workers or contractors have been known to apply mulch inappropriately to 

new plantings and potentially ringbark the tree 
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9. Planting opportunities 
 

10. Neighbourhood character 
● We welcome to recognition of the Wurundjeri Heritage but although the yam daisy is 

mentioned, no mention is made of the edible, tool-making, medicinal and cultural 
value of the range of plants indigenous to the area. It is not only the yam daisy that is 
functionally extinct - except for small pockets of remnant vegetation, all indigenous 
plants of the area are also extinct. All these plants can be restored to our local area 
through use in all landscape forms. 

● It should be noted that the remarkable transformation of Merri Creek over the past 30 
years is just that - not something protected, but something created and restored. Our 
whole landscape offers those same opportunities for transformation to fully 
appreciate the indigenous flora and fauna of our local area. 

● Moreland’s consideration of plant heritage over-emphasises the creeks. While 
remnant vegetation largely exists there, there is no reason why important in-fill 
cannot take place across the municipality between the creeks and linking-up with 
Royal Park. Plenty has been written about this but not enough has been done.  

● Moreland needs stronger rules and sanctions against developers that remove street 
and park trees for convenience. Trees in Temple Park were vandalised before being 
removed - conveniently these vandalised trees were located in front of the windows 
in the new development. Developers who wish to remove trees should be liable to 
pay the calculated amenity amount plus replacement costs (as in other councils). 

●  BC4N believes that the list of recommended plants for nature strips are also suitable 
for green roofs (Table 7 in document), see appendix 

 

11. Optimal tree planting 
● Welcome a more strategic and optimised planting regime 

 

12. Implementation 
●  Given the reliance of optimised planting on road works, nature strips, footpath works 

and other infrastructure work, this appears to be the biggest risk to the plan, given 
Council’s notorious inability to align its various strategies. How will this be risk be 
managed or mitigated? 

● The next most significant risk is Council and staff inertia and lack of understanding of 
the benefits and/or disagreement over aesthetic, safety, scale of effort, or other 
reasons. How will this be risk be managed or mitigated? 
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● While prioritising Activity Centres is admirable, it may be less practical given higher 
demands for competing use. Would focusing on the examples p 59-64 be more 
effective in proving the concept? Or planting better trees into locations that have 
existing tree spaces, first? (1.4 over 1.2) 

● Must address understorey and mid-storey planting too. 
● Welcome support for nature strip plantings but this must go further. 
● Given the number of friends and planting groups in the municipality, would ask for 

explicit support of these actions through ongoing liaison, mulch drops, etc. In return, 
we can all include education about the Urban Forest in our work.  

● With a small amount of support, local planting groups will enthusiastically engage in 
planting and maintaining the Urban Forest  

 

13. Policy alignment 
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Reference document 1 

1. Street tree planting plan 
●   

2. Planning and outcomes 
 

3. Current programs 
 

● Welcome planting based on Urban Heat Island priorities (Table 14) 
● Welcome prioritising based on site specifics (Figure 42) 

 

4. Tree selection & 5. Tree species list 
● We will continue to advocate for the greatest possible use of indigenous plants in all 

landscape types 
● These need to be cross-referenced against current research on allergic impacts to 

human health 
● Prefer a scheme that does not insist on entire streets being planted in the same tree 

for aesthetic reasons, rather prioritisation based on the site and species 
 

6. Site selection 
● Comments regarding indigenous vs native vs exotic should be surfaced together with 

discussion on tree choice not site choice 
● We will continue to argue that indigenous plants have a special and irreplaceable 

role. In tiny spaces we have clear evidence on the resultant habitat benefits to 
insects, frogs, geckos and birds that exotic trees simply cannot provide, regardless of 
the shade they provide. We would ask that the evidence of relative performance is 
quoted so as to be critically examined. The relatively high number of Acacia Implexa, 
for example, suggest that indigenous trees can do well and provide the majority of 
the benefits of an urban forest but with limited canopy 

 

7. Proposed planting program 
● Support a reduced number of trees being planted with an overall increase in both 

effectiveness and cost-effectiveness 
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8. Neighbourhood precincts 
● “Consistent planting” is not defined neither is “landscape context”. If the optimal tree 

for a site is selected then this is more important than matching for its own sake. 
 

9. Community consultation 
● Specific and detailed consultation mechanisms are welcomed. Council has a poor 

track record in this area.  
● A brochure/ summary/ web page of the strategy final should be produced to aid 

community understanding.  
● Residents who have specifically requested a street tree are not notified whether their 

request will be actioned or not and when it might occur. Some residents have been 
pleasantly surprised when a tree turns up, others have never heard from Council 
again. Residents are not told what kind of tree they will “get” and why, nor are they 
given advice about caring for it. 

● Engagement of existing and future friends and urban revegetation groups should be 
specifically included 

● Residents should be encouraged to “Adopt a tree” and be part of the caring and 
monitoring solution for the tree  

 

10. Streetscape design 
 

11. Space constraints 
 

12. Tree placement options 
 

13. Streets 
● This level of detail about proposed streets and locations should be used to promote 

the strategy in the very short term 
 

14. Species rating 
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15. Soil health 
● Welcome alternate solutions for tree planting pits 

16. Pruning 
 

17. Management 
 

18. Methods 
 
 

Reference document 2 
 
 

Reference document 3/ 5 - Moreland Habitat 
Streets 

● This guidance is welcome.  
● Habitats do not end at Council boundaries. The creek corridors, Royal Park and 

Yarra Bend Park, Merri Creek Parklands should be noted on the map.  
● Note that a cluster of streets in Brunswick East around the Brunswick Transmission 

Station have been previously classified as a corridor (Albert Street (East of Nicholson 
Street), Peers Street, Sumner Street, Rupert Street, Lowan Street, King Street, 
Brunswick East (North of Glenlyon) 

● Measures should be included to monitor the effectiveness of this corridor through 
selection and monitoring of reference species. 
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Reference document 4 - Nature strip guidelines 
● Council conduct limited maintenance activities on certain sections of nature strips, 

such as kerb extensions. Residents should be aware if they are adjacent to a 
“special” section, as different rules apply. 

● We welcome the opportunity to assist residents optimise their efforts in removing 
highly allergenic grass and weeds and replacing them with low allergy, insect and 
bird-attracting alternatives 

● It would be helpful if “adequate clearance, accessibility and visibility” was better 
defined, as we have had plants slashed that were not higher than 0.5m and slashed 
down to ground level. 

● There are many examples of vegetation in kerb returns (planted by Council) both 
along streets and at intersections which has vegetation maintained up to 1m such as 
dietes, rhagodia, agapanthus, etc. - greater clarity about when this is allowed is 
required. 

● Guidance for safe paver use. Fully recessed pavers of a reasonable size (not bricks) 
seem acceptable and assist in facilitating pedestrian movement in/ out of cars 
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Appendix 1 - Recommended grasses, 
groundcovers and wildflowers 

● Regarding the suggested plant list on p. 167 
○ Many dianellas are >50cm (without flowering stem) such as longifolia. Most of 

what we have we believe are laevis which are also on the large size. Best 
subspecies admixta as it’s the smallest (but hard to come by)  

○ Lomandra longifolia also on the large size. Filiformis I believe is very 
slow-growing which makes nature strip use challenging 

○ Add Poa sieberiana. These poas are all technically >50cm and higher with 
flowering stem but do not block sightlines. Sieberiana on the smaller side.  

○ Add Rytidosperma caespitosum, Rytidosperma racemosum (wallaby grasses) 
○ We recommend Atriplex semibaccata and Einadia nutans as grass 

replacements (and ground covers)  
○ Arthropodium cannot withstand foot traffic, so nature strip use tricky 
○ Add Enchylena tomentose (Enchyleana tomentosa), ruby saltbush 
○ Add Calocephalus lacteus (milky beauty heads) 
○ Add Mentha australis (native mint) - although creek plant, does surprising well 

in north-facing unwatered nature strips 
○ Add Carpobrotus modestus (pigface)  
○ Add Disphyma crassifolium (noon flower) 

● Add recommendation to source suitable indigenous plants from the Victorian 
Indigenous Nursery Co-op (VINC)  

● We do not recommend removing the top 50cm soil, rather straight to weed mat as 
this removal is very hard to do in practice 

● All other existing conditions and recommendations we adhere to and are fine 
● We do not recommend removal of dead plants or flowers as these will either come 

back or re-seed the location 
● Council’s Gardening with Indigenous Plants is useful for species to use and avoid 

(such as grasses with seed pods that can be a problem for dogs) 
http://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/environment-bins/gardening-and-food/gardening-indi
genous-plants/ 

● Include logs/ stumps in list of hard landscaping elements not recommended 
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Appendix 2 - Anecdotal impacts on insects and 
animals near indigenous plantings 
 

● Frog (pictured on cover) on Edward St, Brunswick East on private land 
● Black flower wasp 
● Victorian wasp fly 
● Mud wasp 
● Strong increase in red-cheeked wattle birds after mass plantings of eucalypts on 

Union St and corresponding decline in presence of Indian mynah birds  
● Planting and mulching in a nature strip introduces worms which are sought by 

magpies 
● Saltbush in a kerb extension attracts sparrows (imagine that this same plant is 

normally attractive to indigenous wrens)  
● Marble gecko (pictured) at Brunswick SW PS with extensive indigenous plantings 

and living in Union St east 
● Praying mantis 

 

 
Marble gecko at Brunswick SW Primary 
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Further reading 
Asthma Foundation of Victoria (2013). The Low Allergen Garden: How to avoid garden 
allergens. https://www.asthmaaustralia.org.au/ArticleDocuments/862/The Low Allergen 
Garden Complete.pdf.aspx  
 
Couchman, S. (2005). Nature Strips: A Forgotten Feature of Urban History. Garden History, 
33(1), 127-134. doi:10.2307/25434161 
 
Floyed, A. and Gibson, M. (2012), Bryophytes of urban industrial streetscapes in Victoria, 
Australia, Victorian naturalist, vol. 129, no. 6, pp. 203-214 
 
Robin, Libby. & Griffiths, Tom.  (1997).  Ecology and empire : environmental history of settler 
societies.  Edinburgh :  Keele University Press 
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